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To,
The O/C Patrasayer P.S
Dist:-Bankura.

Sir,

ln producing herewith the arrested accused namely Ramesh Bagdi (22) .sio-kartick Bagdi of
vill-Bijpur PS-Patrasayer, Dist.Bankura along with seized (1) 01 (one) number of improvised iron
made pipe gun having length 0B %"inch(aoprox) Barrel Approx 05" & Butt Approx 03, having
trigger, firlng pin in working condition. (2) 01(one) live 8mm ball ammunition Sl.No.2 was loaded
in Sl No.1(improvised pipe gun) which was recovered and seized from the possession of one
Ramesh Bagdi (22) S/O-karlick Bagdi of viil-Bijpur P.S-Patrasayer, Dist-Bankura as alamat of
the Case. On 18/03/2018 at 18.25 hrs Sl Sankar Chandra Dana received a secret source
infcrmation through P.S phone from unknown caller that a person is moving near Rasulpur

, Coldstorage on Bankura Burdwan Pitch road under Patrasayer P.S with small arms and
ammunition with a view to wrongful intention. I diarized the matter vide patrasayer p.S GDE
No.5B2 Dated-1810312018. I informed the matter to O/C Patrasayer PS. As per kind order of O/C
Patrasayer.PS informed mobile Officer Sl Subrata Chatterjee to work out the information. At
18:35 hrs as per information from Duty officer lalong with Cl13s2 Saktipada Bauri C/129g
Bhuban Tudu NVF/0660 Chinmoy Sangiri left to pursue the secret source information. Came
near Rasulpur Coldstorage on Bankura Burdwan Pitch road and meet the secret source and
found that,one person is moving on Pitch road suspiciously. Then I along with force proceeded
towards the person very secretly on foot keeping the Govt. vehicle faraway. Suddenly, seeing
the Police Party the same person tried to flee away. Then I with the help of other force
apprehend the person after a hot chase. Then I interrogate him. On being asked he disclosed
his identity as Ramesh Bagdi (22) slo-kartick Bagdi of vill-Bijpur PS-patrasayer, Dist-Bankura. I

searched him vertr carefully and recovered (1) 01(one) number of improvised iron made pipe
gun having length 0B Yz"inch(approx) BarrelApprox 05" & Butt Approx 03,, having trigger, firing
pin in working condition. (2) 01(one) live 08 mm ballammunition Sl.No.2 was loaded in SlNo.1
(improvised pipe gun) from the left side waist bf the person which was concealed under his shirt.
I asked him to produce valid license for carrying the said arms & ammunition. But he failed to
produce any such kind of valid license. Frcm 19:45 hrs to 20:15 hrs I seized the (1) 01(one)
number of improvised iron made pipe gun having length 08 %"inch(approx) Barrel Approx 05,, &
Bu{! Approx 03" having trigger, firing pin in working condition. (2) 01(one). live 0g mm ball
ammunition from the possession of Ramesh Bagdi (22) S/O-Kartick Bagdi of vill-Bijpur p.S-
Patrasayer, Dist-Bankura with proper seizure list duly signed by the police witnesses and
accused also as there is no public witness was available and labeled the same as the Arms &
Arnmunition recovered from his exclusive possession and he violated the prohibition of lndian
Ai'ms Act and he come under the purview of law u/s- 25127 Arms Act . Then I arrested him. On
being asked the arrested person cannot give any reasonable ground about keeping the illegal
arnns and ammunition.

Underthe above fact and circumstances you aie requested.to stari a case against
accd. Ramesh Bagdi (22) S/O-kartick Bagdi of vill-Bijpur P.S-PStrasayer, Dist-Bankura u/s-
25127 Arms Act.
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